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Abstract
This article presents design decisions for an ontology-
based framework supporting an expert-driven ap-
proach to the collaborative acquisition, integration and
analysis of information. It describes a three-tier or-
ganization in which components facilitate establish-
ing an information system to assist domain experts
in addressing multi-causal dynamic situations where
heterogeneous information sources must be integrated
and the interaction of a variety of actors must be sup-
ported in large geographical areas with possibly low
or intermittent connectivity levels. The approach and
envisioned framework are illustrated with a case-study
in the design of bikeways in urban zones.
Keywords: expert-driven, ontology, collaborative ac-
quisition of information
1 Introduction
Domain experts are key in the success of an organi-
zation. They typically rely on information systems to
decide on core issues under time pressure. However,
it is often the case that information systems fail to
provide enough information: either because a suitable
query is missing, or because data repositories lack the
sough information. This inadequacy might prevent,
for example, a business opportunity to be analyzed, or
even recognized.
In some contexts, the sough information is hard to
obtain. The reason lies in the complex nature of the
reality from which it must be collected. We refer to
multi-causal dynamic situations where a variety of ac-
tors interact in large geographical areas with possibly
low or intermittent connectivity levels. Consider, for
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instance, an information system for assisting in the de-
sign of bikeways (exclusive tracks, paths or lanes for
cyclists) in an urban zone, where the actual behavior
of cyclist must be learned. A sensible solution in such
cases is to use applications for the collaborative acqui-
sition of information, where the end-users – which we
call data collectors – provide the required information
themselves.
IT-experts play the role of developing and modi-
fying information systems to satisfy domain expert
needs. They deﬁne new queries to address their needs,
or they implement applications for the collaborative
acquisition of information that is otherwise unavail-
able.
Unfortunately, the process of developing or modify-
ing information systems in organizations is typically
complex and takes longer than convenient. The con-
ceptualization gap between domain- and IT-experts
makes difﬁcult deﬁning requested queries right in one
attempt. This process usually requires several cycles
of interaction. In addition, the task is often complex, as
accessing information might require integrating multi-
ple and heterogeneous repositories in the organization.
In the case of the implementation of an application
for the collaborative acquisition of information, the
number and duration of development cycles entails
a more signiﬁcant cost. These cycles might cause
the loss of business opportunities or even discourage
domain-experts from analyzing them.
We propose an approach to address this type of
situations. It reﬁnes the work presented in [1], where a
set of requirements for an expert-driven framework are
presented. In this article, a framework is envisioned to
address these requirements. We propose an ontology-
based [2] solution with components adopting a three-
tier organization.
The expert-driven quality of the framework comes
from its aim: allowing domain-experts address their
information needs with a minimum of intervention of
IT-experts, reducing required interaction cycles. The
envisioned framework will allow domain-experts to
visually specify queries and generate applications for
the collaborative acquisition of information.
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The approach is ontology-based in multiple ways.
Domain-experts visually specify and execute queries
upon an ontology that approximates the conceptualiza-
tion they use in their work. This ontology is also used
in the integration of the relevant information sources in
the organization. When domain-experts deﬁne applica-
tions for the collaborative acquisition of information,
they use a visual tool that allows indicating elements
of the ontology as data sources (or sinks) for visual
controls in the generated application. Thus, informa-
tion collected by generated applications is by design
already mapped to the ontology that domain-experts
are familiarized with.
We illustrate the approach with a case study in the
design of bikeways in urban zones. Bikeways must
meet a given set of criteria to be successfully adopted
by citizens. For instance, they must: be built upon
routes that are actually taken by cyclists; link cen-
tral places in the city (e.g.. schools), visit tire repair
shops, avoid routes for accessing hospitals – which
must be free to let ambulances a swift passage, and
elude streets used for pluvial drainage – since they
might become difﬁcult to use during rainy days. An
information system for the design of bikeways must
collect information about the behavior of cyclists, inte-
grate it with a number of heterogeneous information
sources, and answer the questions that domain-experts
pose to ensure that criteria is met by an eventual bike-
way. The implementation of this information system
is currently under development.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: sec-
tion 2 provides an overview of related work; section 3
describes the bikeways case study; section 4 presents
the expert-driven foundations of the approach; section
5 exposes the fundamental role of ontologies; section
6 proposes a three-tier organization for the framework
supporting the approach; and section 7 summarizes
the article and describes next steps.
2 Related Work
Research related to the approach and envisioned frame-
work described in this article can be grouped in two ma-
jor areas: end-user development and ontology-based
access to information.
The research area of end-user development (or pro-
gramming) aims at providing the ability of creating and
modifying software artifacts by end-users lacking any
programming background [3]. In [4], the author pro-
vides a review of end-user development efforts, includ-
ing end-user development for web applications, and
end-user development for mobile applications. With
a more broad focus, the authors coin the term end-
user software engineering in [5] to group the activities
(for instance, requirements elicitation, speciﬁcation,
design, reuse, integration) carried out by end-users to
develop the software they require. They classify these
activities according to their contribution in the lifecy-
cle and discuss technologies supporting them. Among
the results, they mention that the end-user approach is
extending to web platforms and mobile devices, and
that research is focusing more on application domains
rather than in programming paradigms. In [6] the
authors discuss the state of the art of end-user soft-
ware engineering, highlighting the need of avoiding
silos and thus fostering greater levels of collaboration
among end-user initiatives.
Research on ontology-based integration of infor-
mation goes decades back [7]. A survey of early ap-
proaches can be found in [8]. A modern and consol-
idated approach, called ontology-based data access
(ODBA), allows deﬁning queries using an ontology
formalizing the concepts the user is familiar with, and
then translating such query into optimized queries to
be run over the different involved information sources.
A number of relevant works in this area can be found
in [9]. Tools supporting this approach include [10] and
[11].
Research on end-user development for accessing
information sources also goes decades back. Consider,
for instance, the survey documented in [12], where
techniques for the visual database query formulation
are studied. Ontologies are used in [13] to facilitate
visual query formulations. Focusing on usability, in
[14], the authors describe an ontology-based visual
query system for domain-experts in the context of a
case-study.
3 Bikeways design in urban zones
City governments around the world are encouraging
biking. Consider, for instance, initiatives such as [15].
Biking constitutes an economic and healthy transporta-
tion alternative with the extra beneﬁt (among others)
of producing zero polution.
However, cities are seldom found to be cycling
friendly. The major problem is that they usually lack
bikeways. A city that decides to acquire this quality
faces a complex task. The proper design of bikeways
requires analysing information coming from heteroge-
neous sources, and acquiring information that is hard
to collect. Heterogeneous information sources include,
for example, city streets maps, trafﬁc ﬂow, pluvial
drainage, public transportation usage, and topographic
maps. Information that is typically unavailable and
must be acquired concerns the behaviour of cyclists;
the actual routes they prefer and at which rates they
use them.
Experts in urban design use this information to en-
sure that bikeways are properly deﬁned according to
a given set of criteria, which might include rules as
enumerated below.
• Actual routes taken by cyclist must be used unless
another rule indicates the opposite.
• The most relevant spots in the city – called cen-
tralities, or their surroundings, must be visited.
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• Wider streets must be preferred.
• Street segments where tire repair shops are al-
ready located must be preferred.
• Bikeways must avoid:
– access paths to hospitals and ﬁre stations
(and similar emergency/security buildings),
– high levels of motorized trafﬁc,
– access to parking lots,
– pluvial drainage, and
– steep segments of streets.
Information systems must be developed to assist
experts in the deﬁnition of bikeways that met these
criteria. We use this problem to illustrate how the
proposed approach can be applied. We argue it will
facilitate the integration of heterogeneous information
sources, an expert-driven deﬁnition of queries, and an
expert-driven development of applications to collabo-
ratively acquire otherwise hard to collect information.
4 An expert-driven approach
Domain experts deﬁne and modify information sys-
tem themselves using the framework that the approach
envisions. Components and workﬂow supporting the
approach must attend the requierments enumerated
below.
R1. Domain experts deﬁne themselves the informa-
tion they need and the way in which this informa-
tion is automatically converted into displayable
information.
R2. Domain experts specify themselves applications
for the collaborative acquisition of information
(in mobile devices) from data collectors, which
are automatically derived.
R3. Changes in deﬁnitions speciﬁed by domain ex-
perts are automatically propagated to derived ap-
plications and components for displaying infor-
mation.
R4. Information sources are integrated and managed
in a format-agnostic way. They comprise reposi-
tories that
(a) are found across organizations,
(b) store data from sensors, and
(c) collect data obtained from Data Collectors
using applications for the collaborative ac-
quisition of information, which are possibly
running on mobile devices.
R5. Information gathering by derived applications
continues despite poor or intermittent levels of
connectivity.
R6. Data collectors are rewarded. Consider, for in-
stance, an scenario in which data collectors col-
lect information while participating in a game
(gamiﬁcation).
These requirements characterize an expert-driven
approach to address information needs of domain ex-
perts in multi-causal dynamic situations where a vari-
ety of actors interact in large geographical areas with
possibly low or intermittent connectivity levels. Re-
quirements R1 to R3 focus on support allowing domain
experts to obtain the information they need without
engaging in development cycles with IT-experts. Re-
quirement R3 emphasises the dynamic nature of situ-
ations. Connectivity issues are considered by R5 and
involvement of data collectors is sought by R6.
Returning to our case-study, the framework the re-
quirements envision facilitates the work of domain
experts in the design of bikeways as follows: urban de-
sign experts will deﬁne the queries they need to ensure
that a bikeway satisﬁes an imposed criteria – R1 and
R3; urban design experts will deﬁne an application that
cyclist will use in their mobile devices to collect in-
formation about the paths they follow and with which
frequency – R2; whenever the cyclist is disconnected
the application will continue storing information about
his behaviour – R5; cyclist will use the application
since it informs them about their performance, and it
might also be a game with a ranking and prizes for the
best ranked – R6.
5 An ontology-based approach
Part of the requirements for the envisioned framework
are addressed relying on ontologies. The framework
will include visual tools with an interface prepared to
intuitively interact in terms that domain experts are
familiar with. These terms are taken from an ontology
that formalizes the conceptualization they share, i.e.,
an ontology of their domain. This ontology serves
multiple purposes as we describe next.
The ontology is used to integrate information com-
ing from heterogeneous repositories. We refer to this
ontology as the global ontology in the sequel. Figure
1 depicts a view highlighting the role of the global
ontology within the approach. Each repository has an
associated ontology – called local ontology – which
is developed to import the relevant information from
it. Then, a number of mappings deﬁned between the
global ontology and the local ontologies, following a
star-like conﬁguration, support an integrated view of
the multiple repositories. This design decision con-
stitutes a format-agnostic solution, and thus satisﬁes
requirement R4.
The adoption of this design decision in the bikeways
case-study requires a number of ontologies. A global
ontology, which we call the bikeway design ontology,
and local ontologies as follows: a city streets ontology,
a trafﬁc ﬂow ontology, a pluvial drainage ontology,
a public transportation usage ontology, and a topo-
graphic ontology. It also requires deﬁning mappings
between the bikeway design ontology and each of the
local ontologies.
Ontologies are developed by IT-experts and domain
experts in collaboration. The global ontology must
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Figure 1: Ontology-based approach
faithfully capture the conceptualization that domain
experts require. An ontology development methodol-
ogy that suits the needs of the speciﬁc context can be
chosen to organize this collaborative development (for
instance, methodologies described in [16]). IT-experts
develop a local ontology for each of the repositories
that includes relevant data. They might use tools such
as [11] to facilitate their work. IT- and domain-experts
jointly develop the mappings between the global and
local ontologies.
The global ontology also serves as basis for spec-
ifying and executing queries. A visual intuitive in-
terface allows domain experts to specify queries over
the global ontology. This query is then translated to
be executed in local ontologies or repositories. The
results are collected and consolidated back into the
global ontology. Domain experts are then notiﬁed to
access the results.
The generation of applications for the acquisition
of information relies on the ontology as well. A vi-
sual interface allows domain experts to customize and
combine generic widgets from which an application
is generated. Part of this customization consists in
indicating sources (and sinks) of information for this
generic widgets. These sources are initially indicated
in terms of the global ontology. Concepts that are ab-
sent are speciﬁcally introduced and remain in the local
repository only. When the application is generated, a
local ontology and mappings to the global ontology
are automatically generated. After its deployment, the
generated application is operated by the data collector
who enters the otherwise missing information to the
application’s repository. This information becomes
immediately available for executing queries through
the local ontologies and mappings.
6 A three-tier organization
The envisioned framework adopts a three-tier organi-
zation. An overview showing the major components is
depicted in Figure 2. Components in each tier address
one of two major concerns: collaborative acquisition
of information (in green), and integration and anal-
ysis of information (in orange). They participate in
subsystems, grouped by concern, as detailed below.
• Collaborative acquisition of information
– Application generation
– Information acquisition
– Template development
• Integration and analysis of information
– Query speciﬁcation and execution
– Ontology management
The next paragraphs detail how these subsystems ad-
dress the requirements proposed in Section 4.
6.1 Application generation
This subsystem aims at allowing domain experts deﬁne
themselves applications for the collaborative acquisi-
tion of information. It corresponds to requirements
R2, R3 and R6, and comprises the dashboard appli-
cation, the application generator, and the application
repository.
The dashboard application adopts the metaphor in
which domain experts use dashboards to conﬁgure the
data they expect to be collected by data collectors.
Once deﬁned, domain-experts generate and share the
mobile applications, which are automatically updated
if the speciﬁcations in dashboard are modiﬁed. The
application generator provides an API for accessing to
application templates and widgets, to a version control
system, and to a build and deployment system. The
application repository stores generated applications in
their different stages.
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Figure 2: Three-tier organization
A prototype of the dashboard application was devel-
oped (see Figure 3). In its present form, it is a web
application that allows domain experts to drag and
drop elements from a widgets pallet to the dashboard
deﬁnition form. From this form, the domain expert
may conﬁgure each piece of data to be collected for
each particular widget, conﬁgure widgets name, de-
scription, data validation, etc.
The libraries that underpin the dashboard applica-
tion are prepared to easily develop new kind of widgets.
The main idea is that new widgets could be plugged
in the application and automatically be included in
existing dashboards. These new widgets must have
associated a speciﬁcation of the kind of ﬁeld to be used
(map, input for integer, etc.) in order to generate the
mobile application
The dashboard application provides an extension
point for adopting a gamiﬁcation approach. Domain-
experts may deﬁne a schema by specifying a particular
kind of reward strategy, and the corresponding reward
for each data collector collaborating with the system.
Future prototypes of the dashboard application are
expected to include this feature, and thus satisfy re-
quirement R6. They are also expected to use the global
ontology for indicating sources (and sinks) of informa-
tion, and to include widgets for an off-line mode of
work. The latter to cope with requirement R5.
Urban design experts use the dashboard to deﬁne
applications for acquiring data. They combine wid-
gets indicating the sources (and sinks) of information,
including concepts from the bikeways ontology, or sen-
sors in mobile devices. They generate the application
when it is completely speciﬁed.
An example of use of this application is shown in
Figure 3, where an expert deﬁnes a dashboard where
people may collaborate by reporting avoidable points
for bike pathways. In this simple example, the experts
has deﬁned a dashboard where users may send the
kind of avoidable point, the location (which is set to
automatic) and also asks collaborators to take a picture.
At the right, the a menu is offered to add more form
items to the collaboration form.
6.2 Information acquisition
The information acquisition subsystem comprises the
mobile application front-end, the mobile applicaton
back-end, the mobile application database, the sensor
data manager, and the sensor database. The ﬁrst three
are generated by the application generation subsystem
described in section 6.1.
Data collectors start using generated application
once they are released through pre-arranged sites, pos-
sibly engaged within the context of a game. Data is
stored in a generated database that is already mapped
to the global ontology, as it is described in section 6.5.
Then, it is also available to be consulted by domain-
experts, as it is further explained in section 6.4.
The sensor data manager and sensor database pro-
vides support for cases in which no mobile application
is needed, and data is directly collected from sensor.
In such cases, IT-experts conﬁgure sensor to send data
to the sensor manager.
Coming back to our case study, cyclists ﬁnd out that
the Municipality of their city is launching a weekly
contest for citizens. They are supposed to use a mobile
application to measure their cycling activities, and the
best ranked citizen win prizes that range from free bike
reparations to new bikes. Citizens become users of the
generated application, and then they become data col-
lectors in the collaborative acquisition of information
about their cycling behaviour.
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Figure 3: Dashboard screen capture
6.3 Template development
The template development subsystem supports the pro-
vision of new application templates and widgets by
IT-experts. Once new application templates and wid-
gets are completed, they are made available to the
dashboard application (described in section 6.1). In
other words, it allows creating and maintaining the
building blocks used to satisfy requirements R2 and
R3. It comprises the application template studio, the
application template manager and the template reposi-
tory.
IT-experts use the subsystem to develop a variety
of application templates and widgets. Application
templates that provide a basis for games are included.
Widgets that involve processing and displaying infor-
mation can also be linked to elements in the global
ontology, to be used as sources (or sinks) of informa-
tion.
In the context of the bikeways case-study, widgets
that support street maps and GPS sensors are required.
These widgets require a back-end where GPS informa-
tion is translated into trajectories described in terms of
street segments. Alternative, widgets supporting heart
rate monitors and other body parameters could also be
included.
6.4 Query speciﬁcation and execution
This subsystem allows domain-experts to specify, exe-
cute and view the results of their queries. The susbsys-
tem mainly addresses requirement R1. It comprises
the query builder, the query formulator, the answer
viewer, the answer processor, organization databases,
shared databases, mobile application databases, and
sensor databases.
Domain-experts visually specify a query in terms
of the global ontology using the query builder. The
query formulator translates the query to local ontolo-
gies according to the deﬁned mappings, it optimizes
the resulting queries and distributes their execution.
The answer processor collects responses from shared
databases and translates them back to the global on-
tology. Domain experts are notiﬁed when the answer
processor ﬁnishes, and then are able to visualize the
results with the answer viewer.
This subsystem offers predeﬁned queries for visu-
alizing the information collected with generated ap-
plications. When a generated application is released,
the speciﬁcation of the corresponding queries are in-
cluded.
Urban design experts use the query builder to spec-
ify queries to understand which street segments are
candidates to be used for bikeways.
6.5 Ontology management
The ontology management subsystem is mainly con-
cerned with the integration of the different information
sources, i.e., addressing requirement R4. It comprises
the ontology studio and the ontology manager.
IT-experts create and maintain ontologies and map-
pings with the ontology management subsystem. The
ontology studio allows them to visually specify the
global ontology, local ontologies, and mappings.
Domain-experts collaborate with them in this task. The
ontology manager provides a back-end support for the
ontology studio. It provides an API for storing and
modifying ontologies and mapping in repositories that
are not shown in Figure 2. Well-known ontologies
might be used when deﬁning global and local ontolo-
gies. IT-experts might also indicate where to store and
execute queries upon a given ontology, since it might
require speciﬁc feature-support.
The bikeways design ontology, the local ontologies
(city streets ontology, trafﬁc ﬂow ontology, . . . ), and
the mappings among them, are developed and main-
tained using the ontology studio. In addition standards
for representing spatial and temporal information, such
as GeoSPARQL [17] and SOWL [18] are considered,
as long as the repositories supporting them such as
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[19].
7 Conclusions
This article describes design decisions for a framework
supporting an expert-driven approach to the collabo-
rative acquisition, integration and analysis of informa-
tion. It allows domain-experts to visually specify their
information needs themselves, either through queries,
when the information is known to exists in reposito-
ries, or through the speciﬁcation of application for the
collaborative acquisition of otherwise non-available in-
formation. The requirements (R1 to R6) are shown to
be addressed by the proposed design decisions. Both
the approach and the envisioned framework are illus-
trated with a case-study in the design of bikeways in
urban zones.
Future work includes addressing challenges as fol-
lows: integrating and analysing information with spe-
ciﬁc attributes such as spatial and temporal; providing
the dashboard application with support of gamiﬁcation
strategies; and using ontologies to indicate information
sources (and sinks) for widgets during the speciﬁcation
of applications. Currently ongoing work includes the
implementation of the bikeways information system,
which is the next expected concrete result.
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